
Metamorphis in the cocoon morphin’ to astonish them
Polaroid pictures of the past - make collage with them
Was a bad boy on Santa Clause’s naughty list
Ego driven genius - young lyrical novelist

Ominous sounds disturbing the mood of popular
Crowds - saying loud a message to the fatherless
The rhymes I wrote I put my whole heart in themThe rhymes I wrote I put my whole heart in them

Using not just my fingers it took my whole arm and wrist
It was genuine and pure but I broken

Tryna get tickets to fame - Chuckie Cheese tokens
Grippin’ that drum stick beat drums - fulcrum 

Rolled snares - kicks bare - marching for the audience
It was all a versuad to hide my true self
The art had a part to keep me in stealthThe art had a part to keep me in stealth
I thought I was poor tyrna find true wealth
Feel-X at night, at day Brandon morel 
But that was the caterpillar stage

Stuck in rage - found escape in audio waves
But needed that to change

One day newness came to create a man no one saw coming
And that's me!And that's me!

Hello
I am The Symbol
Advanced a little

Gettin’ more buckets than Carmelo
Could no longer be a scrub like brillo
Pad old fans say he’s soft marshmallow
TTruth be told I'm at peace I'm on pillow
Some of these Kats like aight that's real yo
Color of these wings is flying in the Sun
No more of the old butterfly life begun

A new beginning. . . Can you feel it?
The old me died - now the new me is living
I got this joy in my heart and can't conceal it
Like my homie Suga Ray - world healerLike my homie Suga Ray - world healer
Transport across the city ride trains
I was walking in light but I had a cane

Now that has changed - Died and then raised
Now I hop skip and jump healed legs

Tried to bottle water - had to free this element
Flowing like waves hydrate Sahara dessert yes
Keep it fresh - get it wet - Shots swish 3 pointsKeep it fresh - get it wet - Shots swish 3 points
Game winning shot we taking the chip back home

MJ status call Bulls '95
Check the all is love start line - high five

I guess that's what happens when you let God drive
Surrender your spirit and be free my guy
I laugh like a man who has had 20 drinks
At a comedy club on the beach feel breezeAt a comedy club on the beach feel breeze
Don't mean to tease - its just me - feel relief
Not belief - my lifestyle is Phillip Neri’s
Matter fact more like Mother Mary
Ascended to the clouds I am so happy
And I hope that you feel it too
I am the symbol with you for you.
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